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Allard, Harry. The Stupids Step Out; pictures by James Marshall. Houghton, 1974. 31p.
$4.95.
"One day Stanley Q. Stupid had an idea. That was unusual," this read-aloud story
Ad begins. He calls his wife and children to announce a family outing, complete with a
4-6 dog named Kitty. (There's also a nameless cat that sits on top of Mrs. Stupid's head.)
yrs. They go to visit Grandpa, who asks who they are; Grandma stays in her closet; they
then go out for mashed potato sundaes, and return home to bed, where they all sleep
together with their heads under the blanket and their feet on the four pillows. Al-
though this is the sort of nonsense humor that small children like, it's stretched thin,
given vitality by the ridiculous details of Marshall's illustrations more than by the
extended-situation text.
Asimov, Isaac. The Birth of the United States 1763-1816. Houghton, 1974. 274p. illus. $5.95.
A sequel to The Shaping of North America is written in the same easy, flowing,
R and informal style; again Asimov's fresh viewpoint gives vitality to a portion of our
6-10 history that will be familiar to most readers. The insertion of birth dates after the first
mention of almost every figure is slightly distracting but may be useful. The text
covers the crowded years between the Treaty of Paris to the end of the War of 1812;
it doesn't give the reader the broad picture of trends, movements, and the lives of
ordinary citizens that Daniel Boorstin does in The Landmark History of the Ameri-
can People: From Plymouth to Appomattox but it's far less dry and just as informa-
tive as most history texts. A table of dates and a relative index, both extensive, are
appended.
Bailey, Maurice. Staying Alive! By Maurice and Maralyn Bailey; drawings by Peter A. G.
Milne; maps by Alan Irving. McKay, 1974. 192p. $6.95.
For 117 days a small life-raft and a rubber dinghy were the world of the Baileys, a
R British couple who had given up their jobs and their home to go yachting. Their yacht
6- had sunk after being struck by a whale, they had had less than an hour to collect
stores, and they were sure that, in that part of the Pacific, they would soon be picked
up. Seven ships, in the course of their long months' battle to survive, were sighted
and did not see them; the eighth, a Korean ship, rescued the gaunt pair who had lived
primarily on raw sea turtles and fish. This true and dramatic story is told alternately
by each of the authors and is based on the log they kept. It's a saga of endurance and
resourcefulness, candid in discussing the relationship between two people under
great tension, dispassionate and detailed in describing the storms, the damage to their
craft, the hunger and illness with which they coped.
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Baumann, Hans. The Stolen Fire; Legends of Heroes and Rebels from Around the World; tr.
by Stella Humphries; illus by, Herbert Holzing. Pantheon Books, 1974. 150p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
A varied collection of tales from Africa, America, Asia, Australia, Eastern
R Europe, and Siberia lacks specific citations for, or notes on sources; the stories are
4-6 unembellished yet preserve the flavor of their origins. There are more heroes than
rebels in these tales, and several doughty heroines; some of the stories have elements
of magic, but most of them focus on the courage, tenacity, and shrewdness of their
protagonists. Since much of the material is unfamiliar, this is a valuable source for
storytelling.
Berger, Melvin. Jobs in Fine Arts and Humanities; illus. with photographs. Lothrop, 1974.
95p. $5.50.
Although this gives some information about careers, it covers far too broad an area
M to be anything but superficial in treatment. Eight partially-filled (considering space
5-6 allotted to photographs that add little) pages for all the humanities; three or four
pages each for such careers as acting, teaching dance, designing, conducting, etc.
Some of the art careers are behind-the-scenes jobs, others are as performers. One
topic, for example, is "Painters, Sculptors, Printmakers and Craft Workers." One
page is devoted to a quick sketch of one painter's career, two pages to full-page
photographs, another page-and-a-half to other arts than painting, a paragraph each.
Adequately written, but not very useful. An "Index to careers" is appended.
Bible. Journeys to Bethelehem; The Story of the First Christmas; retold by Dorothy Van
Woerkom; illus. by Dhimitri Zonia. Concordia, 1974. 44p. $3.95.
A retelling of the story of Christ's birth is illustrated with paintings that are attrac-
Ad tive but that often are too heavily detailed for close viewing. The adapter has focused
3-5 on the journey of Mary and Joseph, the coming of the shepherds, and the pilgrimage
of the three kings but has remained faithful to the Biblical events; she concludes with
the flight to Egypt and the return to Nazareth. This can be used for reading aloud to
younger children as well as for independent reading, but it does not approach the
sonorous beauty of Biblical writing.
Charosh, Mannis. Number Ideas Through Pictures; illus. by Giulio Maestro. T. Y. Crowell,
1974. 33p. $3.95.
Informal but dignified, simply written, a text that presents such mathematical
R concepts as odd and even numbers, square numbers, triangular numbers, and some
2-4 of the ways in which these can be combined and manipulated. The pictures are clear
and helpful (save for one in which there is too little color differentiation) using
pictures of cats or houses or buttons to illustrate the text. Like other books in the
series, this is notable for the appropriateness of scope and vocabulary as well as for
the way in which it approaches mathematical ideas; there is, however, one point in
the text in which, after combining odd and even numbers in several ways, the proce-
dure is reversed ("We can now show without pairing that 17 is an odd number:
17 = 10 + 7 = even + odd = odd," .. .) which seems rather abruptly to imply an
understanding of division.
Child, Lydia Maria. Over the River and Through the Wood; illus. by Brinton Turkle. Coward,
1974. 28p. $5.95.
First published in 1844 as "The Boy's Thanksgiving Day," this has become a
R holiday classic. Musical notation is included at the end of the book, and the illustra-
All ages tions by Turkle are both appropriate and absolutely delightful. The pictures, realistic
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in period detail, are evocative and are framed so that each looks as though it were in
an album. Pictures of the visiting family are in color and alternate with quiet black
and white pictures of the grandparental preparations (bringing in logs, rolling the
piecrust, setting the long table) and then the whole family is together, with bashful
little cousins greeting the newcomers; at the end, Grandmother proudly brings in the
dessert. "Hurrah for pumpkin pie," the song ends.
Christian, Mary Blount. Sebastian, Super Sleuth; illus. by Lois Axeman. O'Hara, 1974. 49p.
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.48 net.
Sebastian is a dog with a nose for adventure; he knows that his detective talents are
M unappreciated by anyone save his master, who is a detective, but he perseveres.
3-4 Tracking down the whereabouts of a stolen robot that is to be used in a space flight,
Sebastian disguises himself as a bellhop, he takes a cab and follows the thieves to an
amusement park, etc. Although the writing style is light and humorous, the fantasy
just doesn't hang together. It is weakened by the heavy emphasis on Sebastian's
voracious appetite and by the fact that he is accepted as a bellboy by the hotel staff.
Promising style, flimsy plot.
Christopher, Matthew F. Jinx Glove; illus. by Norm Chartier. Little, 1974. 47p. $3.95.
Chip was a good fielder, but when he threw away the old glove he'd been using,
Ad one that his father had used, and bought a new one, he couldn't seem to catch
2-4 anything. He asked a small boy whose big brother had retrieved the old glove from
the lake where Chip had thrown it if he could have the old glove back. The boy
refused, but he later showed up at the diamond and gave Chip the old glove. Chip
gave him the jinx glove, happy that he was fielding well again. A very slight plot, but
young baseball fans will probably enjoy the game sequences and the sustaining of the
superstition of lucky objects. Large print, simple writing style, and illustrations that
are not outstanding but that lend a bit of humor to the story.
Clements, Bruce. I Tell a Lie Every So Often. Farrar, 1974. 149p. $5.95.
This doesn't have the flagrant tall-tale element of Fleishman's Chauncy and the
R Grand Rascal, but it has a more subtle humor in characterization and it has many of
5-8 the other appeals of that Midwest Odyssey: the period, the setting, characters on a
grand scale, and the lure of travel. Here also there's a hunt for a young girl-only this
one is invented. Henry, the fourteen-year-old who tells the story, has declared (lie)
that he has seen, fleetingly, their long-lost cousin Hannah with some Indians. He and
his older brother, a pompous and loquacious windbag, are on a trip up the Missouri
River in 1848, having left home because Henry has said (lie) that his brother's
sweetheart does, as her malicious sister has claimed, pad her bosom. Brother
Clayton's biased stupidity and his oratorical fulminations are the funniest part of the
story, but there's considerable humor and wit in other characters and they are all
involved in dashing action. A romp-but with substance.
Clifton, Lucille. The Times They Used To Be; illus. by Susan Jeschke. Holt, 1974. 40p. $4.95.
Most books that awaken adult nostalgia are not quite as appealing to young read-
R ers, but this brief story has enough warmth and vitality and humor for any reader.
5-6 "Mama, Mama, tell us about when you was a girl," it begins, and Mama tells. She
was twelve years old, it was 1948, and her best friend Tassie (who, to her
grandmother's dismay, wasn't saved) wanted to run off and find her father because
she needed help. "I done become a sinner," she explained, "Sin done broke all out
in my body." Turned out that Tassie's granny hadn't told her about menstruation,
but her friend's mother came to the rescue. Woven through the story are bits about
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Amos and Andy, the end of segregation in the army, Satchel Paige getting up to the
major league, all a fluid collage of the period and of a black family's life.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. The Cat and the Captain; illus. by Bernice Loewenstein. Mac-
millan. 1974. 56p. $4.95.
A new edition of Elizabeth Coatsworth's first book for children, originally pub-
R lished in 1927, has tidy little black and white drawings that fit the neat modesty of the
3-4 story's scope and subject. The Cat, who lives with a sailing man, is appreciated by
his master but not by the housekeeper; the Cat remembers when he was at sea and
his Captain saved him from a watery death at the hands of an irascible Mate. The Cat
detects the Mate hidden in a closet, wakes the Captain and leads him to the would-be
robber, and finally wins the approbation of the housekeeper. Not a startling plot, but
it's adequately carried along by a few amusing incidents; the Cat never exceeds
believable feline behavior, and the writing style is deft; bland but humorous, lightly
affectionate about the Cat.
Constant, Alberta Wilson. Paintbox on the Frontier; The Life and Times of George Caleb
Bingham; illus. with reproductions. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 193p. $7.50.
Solid and detailed, a biography of a major American artist of the nineteenth century
R is as interesting as a supplement to a study of art history or American history as it is
7-10 informative as a record of Bingham's life. Native Virginians, the Binghams moved to
the Missouri frontier, and the young artist-self-taught-was to excel in sketches and
paintings of frontier life. Some of his work reflects the period of the Civil War, in
which he served as a Union officer. Reproductions of his painting in the book include
representative portraits that clearly show the growth of Bingham's technique over
the years. A bibliography, an index, and a list of the places where Bingham's work
may be seen are appended.
Creative Education Editors. How to Have Fun Making Christmas Decorations; illus. by
Nancy Inderieden. Creative Education/Childrens Press, 1974. 31p. Trade ed. $5.94;
Library ed. $4.45 net.
Directions for six sorts of decorations are given; one is a gift, a stocking card-
M holder, and the others are for use on a Christmas tree: clay objects, balloons covered
3-4 with paper, chains, paper shapes, and a "ball" of folded paper. Instructions are
general save for the last ornament, which is quite complicated and for which the
instructions are not adequate, with illustrations spread over several pages. There are
some very simple ideas here, but the range is so limited and there are so many books
that are more useful in scope and specificity that this seems of minimal value.
Curtis, Richard. The Berrigan Brothers; The Story of Daniel and Philip Berrigan. Hawthorn
Books, 1974. 174p. illus. $6.95.
The intensity and dedication of the activist careers of Philip and Daniel Berrigan
R would afford enough drama and conflict for several books. This absorbing account of
8-12 the struggle for peace and the struggle within the Catholic church in which the
brother priests participated concludes with the Vietnamese cease fire; it begins with a
description of the influences on the Berrigans as boys in a home in which their
mother's piety and their father's involvement in union activities influenced the chil-
dren and it is most lucid in detailing the ethical decisions that both brothers made and
the motivations of those decisions. Although the appended bibliography cites many
of the writings of both Berrigans, there is little that is quoted directly from them;
some court testimony is included. An index is provided.
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Dana, Doris. The Elephant and His Secret; based on a fable by Gabriela Mistral; in Spanish
and English; illus. by Antonio Frasconi. Atheneum, 1974. 37p. $5.25.
Woodcut illustrations in black, purple, orange, and white are bold in design, each
Ad double-page spread of pictures alternating with a double-page spread of text, the
K-3 English and Spanish versions on facing pages. Unfortunately, some of the pictures
are lost in the binding; these woodcuts have less detail than the first Frasconi books
for children, and seem more appropriate for group use than for use with an individual
child. The style of the adaptation is adequate; the text describes the elephant who,
before he "was really an elephant, before he had a shape, or a size, or even any
weight, he longed to be on earth." He pulls over his head (this may confuse children,
since he supposedly had no shape) the shadow of a mountain and it fits him. Then he
wishes for eyes, and two tiny eyes open. The mountain tells the elephant a secret
before he goes off, and the secret is revealed only at the end of the story, after several
pages of incidents showing how kind the elephant is to other animals: there is to be a
Second Deluge, all the animals climb on the elephant when the rain begins, and he
swims to safety on the same Mount Ararat that was a haven to Noah, the same
mountain that had told him the secret.
Davis, Louise Littleton. Snowball Fight in the White House; illus. by Linda Boehm. West-
minster, 1974. 63p. $3.50.
A story about Mary Donelson's last Christmas in the White House, based on the
Ad memoirs she wrote many years later. In 1835 she was six years old, and her mother
3-4 was the official hostess for Mary's great-uncle, President Andrew Jackson. The
story describes the preparations for the elaborate party, the celebration of Christmas
Day, a visit to an orphanage at which the President distributed gifts, and the party
itself. There is some historical interest in the background, although it might appeal
more to readers who are too old for a story with a heroine of six. The style is
pedestrian, with some labored aspects (as when Mary goes about anxiously asking
about Santa Claus in turn from a black servant, a German servant, a French servant,
etc.) and with an adulatory note in the treatment of President Jackson-and, to a
lesser extent, other notables. The illustrations are sweetly vapid.
Edwards, Bruce. Kangaroos and Wallabies. Curtis, 1974. 36p. illus. $2.95.
First published in Australia in 1972, a description of many species of the kangaroo
M family is illustrated with photographs and drawings. The text, which consists primar-
5-7 ily of facts about the habits and habitats of various kangaroos and wallabies, is
broken frequently by several pages of illustrations-plus-captions, so that reading is
physically difficult, and the captions are occasionally hard to read because of the
dark background of color photographs. The general information about kangaroos at
the beginning of the book, and the final pages, on conservation and on "How a
Kangaroo is Born," are less arid than the remainder of the writing. This has more
detailed information about species than is to be found in most children's ency-
clopedias, but the reference use is diminished by the lack of an index or a table of
contents.
Ellis, Mel. Sidewalk Indian. Holt, 1974. 198p. $5.95.
Newly orphaned, Charley Nightwind has been taking part in a demonstration
Ad staged by "sidewalk," or urban, Indians in Milwaukee when he is falsely accused of
7-9 murdering a policeman. He flees to the reservation, where he is protected by his
mother's people; pursued by police and their dogs in a massive manhunt, Charley
learns a great deal from Betty Sands, an Indian girl who has returned to help her
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people after realizing that her education has given her no status or security, ways of
evading the trackers. He also becomes involved in his friends' plan to blow up a dam
in protest against the despoiling of their lands. And, successful in that protest, he is
caught in the flooding waters and dies. Ellis is at his best in writing evocatively about
wild country, but the setting here almost overwhelms the story; the book effectively
depicts the dilemma of the native American who is not often fully accepted by a
white society in its urban pattern nor permitted to live unmolested outside the cities,
but the conversations between Charley and Betty often seem more a device to
explore the dilemma than a natural dialogue.
Gackenbach, Dick. Claude the Dog; A Christmas Story; words and pictures by Dick Gack-
enbach. Seabury, 1974. 29p. $4.95.
Love and the Christmas spirit prevail in a slight story about a pet dog and a stray.
Ad Claude's boy comes out to the doghouse with a new pillow, blanket and toy; when
3-5 the stray, Bummer, comes along, Claude offers him the pillow; after Bummer says he
yrs. sleeps on the hard ground, he gives him the blanket for warmth, and adds the toy
when Bummer says he's never had one. "But you have no presents left, Claude,"
says Bummer. Claude says his best present is at home and bounds off to the house to
lick his boy and cuddle. The pictures have humor but, like the text, they have a note
of cuteness. Not unpalatable, but the story (almost all in the form of dialogue) is not
quite convincing and the pictures repetitive.
Gerson, Mary-Joan. Omoteji's Baby Brother; illus. by Elzia Moon. Walck, 1974. 45p. $5.95.
It isn't always the youngest child who feels dethroned when a new baby comes
R along, and the universality of the situation should awaken readers' sympathy for the
3-4 Yoruba boy, Omoteji. He refused to play with a friend on the first day of his mother's
ordained isolation with the new baby, but announced importantly that he must go to
market and help the other women there. But they teased him and asked if he had
nothing better to do; then each of the adult members of his family spumed his attempt
to help, to feel that he was making a contribution. Then Omoteji had a wonderful
idea, a present for the newborn child, and when the naming-day came he was proud
and happy. The illustrations are attractive although muted in hues, the story is sedate
but engaging, with the authenticity of cultural details that stems from the author's
observances during a three-year stay in Nigeria.
Gordon, Esther S. There Really Was a Dodo; by Esther S. and Bernard L. Gordon; illus. by
Lawrence DiFiori. Walck, 1974. 26p. $4.95.
Pedestrian but adequate illustrations depict the extinct, flightless bird that existed
Ad until the early seventeenth century on Mauritius and its neighboring islands. The
3-4 writing style is stiff but informal, the text describing the evolutionary background of
the dodo, the characteristics that developed in the bird because of the abundant food
and the safety of its environment, and the depredations caused by the advent of
settlers. Some dodos were exhibited in Europe, one was stuffed but later disposed of,
and all the evidence that has been obtained since the last dodo was seen in 1681
consists of skeletal remains. The book closes with a plea for conservation, so that
other endangered species will not be "dead as a dodo."
Hall, Rosalys Haskell. The Three Beggar Kings; illus. by Kurt Werth. Random House, 1974.
28p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
In a European village of the past (the illustrations indicate early 20th century) one
Ad little family knows that there will be no Twelfth-Night visit from the three kings, a
K-3 traditional sharing of family feasts. Karl's parents are too poor to invite the kings in,
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but they give him permission to go outdoors and see them. The three men dressed as
kings decide to take Karl with them as they go from house to house, and the boy
comes home with his share of holiday foods, coins the three men have shared, and
the star they've carried. A carving father has made is so like one of the kings that
Karl asks if he knows how the kings look. "I believe I do," Father says, "I believe I
too have seen the kings." Useful as any new Christmas story is, this has a static
quality, due in part to the rather flat style and in part to the sedate pace of the plot.
The illustrations have vigor and humor, showing the three kings to be ordinary
citizens who've added bits of makeshift costume here and there. The story does
carry the message of a child's faith, but given Karl's apparent age and the appearance
of the kings, it may seem to some readers more credulity than anything else.
Haran, Terry. African Rhythm-American Dance; A Biography of Katherine Dunham.
Knopf, 1974. 213p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
A good biography of a major black artist describes her childhood, her decision
Ad while pursuing an academic career to devote herself to the dance, her visit to the
6- West Indies as a student of anthropology that gave Katherine Dunaham an interest in
the African origins of some dances. The book is more explicit in discussing
Dunham's problems as director of a dance company and as a teacher than in the
artist as a person, but some attention is given to her personal life. The book is
weakened by occasional examples of awkward writing: sudden shifts of pace, pas-
sages in journalese, and sentences like, "Having suffered years of loneliness after
separation from his wife and children, the senior Albert Dunham had also undergone
business reversals during the depression," or quoted remarks with no source given.
Hildick, E. W. Louie's Snowstorm; illus. by Iris Schweitzer. Doubleday, 1974. 198p. $4.95.
Remember Louie, the English milkman who so rigorously screened and disciplined
R his assistants that they were super-efficient, devoted to their leader, and loyal even
5-7 when they were famous years later? Taciturn and demanding as ever, Louie is
appalled when he is saddled by a company official with a newcomer he hasn't tested
and chosen. Worse, an American. Worse still, a girl! Tim and Smitty, his helpers, are
delighted with Pat; she's pretty, bright, and willing to work as hard as they must.
Although Pat makes a few errors during the busy day-before-Christmas rush, she
proves herself a heroine repeatedly, since she has gone to an extraordinary school
where she's learned judo (good for repelling rival milkboys and thieves) and deliver-
ing babies (good for delivering babies). Fast-paced and funny, with lively characters,
a good setting, a distinctive writing style, and the added appeal of being a Christmas
story-with a difference.
Holland, Isabelle. Kilgaren. Weybright and Talley, 1974. 292p. $6.95.
A romantic story in the Gothic style comes, unexpectedly, from a writer who has
M excelled in contemporary realism. Isabelle Holland is too skilled a writer to portray
6-9 characters who are not believable, and the style and dialogue are competently
handled-but the plot is too intricate to be convincing, too dependent on Guilty
Secrets Revealed. Barbara, eighteen, knows she is not wanted as company for her
mother and mother's lover. She goes to the island where she was born, where her
half-brother (who is responsible for the facial burns that have necessitated three
operations for Barbara) has offered her a job as a teacher. She finds that her brother
Jonathan's illegitimate son is also at the house and that she is expected to tutor him;
she find that there is revolt brewing among the black citizens of Jonathan's island;
she finds that Jonathan is to wed a wealthy heiress. Amongst the intricacies that
develop: the mother of Jonathan's son proves to be her own mother, Jonathan's real
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mother proves to be a black teacher with whom Barbara works, Barbara's father
proves to be (as she hears when he has knocked her out and she overhears, when
consciousness is regained, a conversation between him and her mother, who has left
her lover in Rome) a power-crazed local official, Barbara proves to be the true
inheritor of the island, and the heiress fiancee proves to be unworthy when she
decamps after a fire burns down the great house. Barbara and Jonathan, wounded in
the fire, acknowledge they are in love.
Hutchins, Pat. The Silver Christmas Tree. Macmillan, 1974. 29p. illus. $5.95.
Squirrel's tree is just that, a bare-limbed winter tree-but he has twined holly and
R ivy along the branches, hung nuts and pine cones, and-working very late-been
3-5 thrilled to see, at the very top, a star. But next morning the star is gone. Seeing each
yrs. of his friends hiding a package, Squirrel is sure that one of them has taken his star;
when present-giving time comes, Squirrel appreciates each gift but is disappointed:
no star. By then it is nearly dark, Squirrel points to the tree and says, "And there's
my present to you," and just then the clouds part and snow begins to fall on the
beautiful tree while an evening star appears to shine at the very tip. There's a pattern
in the writing that enables children to enjoy anticipation, and the story affords small
listeners an opportunity to feel the satisfaction of superior knowledge. Brief, but the
elements of problem and solution are here, and the book has the triple appeals of
animal characters, Christmas setting, and a wish granted; the illustrations are
stylized, colorful, and deft.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. Alcohol; Drink or Drug? McGraw-Hill, 1974. 150p. $4.72.
Although alcohol and alcoholism are usually discussed in books about drugs, few
R give as much information as is contained in this detailed and objective survey. There
7- is no moralizing; in the several chapters on alcoholism, the author describes the
damaging effects of abuse, the problems of the alcoholic, and the dangers of
behavior-while drunk-that are aggravated by false confidence that is drug-
induced. There are, however, suggestions for storage of beer and discriminating
amongst wines in the separate chapters on those forms of alcoholic drink, since the
text takes no stand upon drinking and points out that many people drink lightly with
no ill effect. A sensible and moderate book, marred only by the close-set type; a
fairly lengthy list of suggestions for additional reading and an index are appended.
Jackson, Jesse. Make a Joyful Noise Unto the Lord! The Life of Mahalia Jackson, Queen of
Gospel Singers; illus. with photographs. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 160p. $5.50.
Mahalia Jackson came up to glory on a rough road. She wouldn't change her style
R to fit the ideas other people had of how music should be sung; she didn't have vocal
6-9 training; she wouldn't sing in a night club or a theater; she had to overcome Jim
Crow, poverty, lack of education, a disastrous marriage, and the depression. But she
became a musical phenomenon, a rich woman able to help in the struggle for black
equality, a defender of gospel music who helped preserve the black heritage. For
those who know her music-as many young readers do-this is a moving biography;
for those who do not, Jesse Jackson has captured the drive, the vitality, and the
integrity of the late, great singer. A small section of photographs is bound into the
book; an index is appended.
Jones, Adrienne. The Mural Master; illus. by David Omar White. Houghton, 1974. 249p.
$5.95.
Til Pleeryn, the Mural Master, has the magic gift of painting things into life; he has
come through a thin place in time to take four young people from Beyond (our own
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Ad time) to his own land of Pawthania, painting them into his time and place. The four
5-6 have been chosen because they fill the descriptions of a demand for captives who will
be exchanged for Til's leader Kreegeth, held prisoner by a wicked king. This is in the
traditional pattern of good versus evil, with the accompanying theme of winning
friends by kindness. Carrie, Digby, Leo, and Tonio each have a mission of conver-
sion that will unite the separate groups in the kingdom, free Kreegeth, and bring a
new era of peace to Pawthania. Their way is beset by evil plotters, man-eating trees,
vicious creatures, and dangerous topography. They emerge triumphant and reunited,
and are sent back to their own time as the story ends. This is a better constructed
story than most long fantasies, and the style of writing is capable; it is uneven in
characterization, however, and there's just too much that's high-pitched action (with
no contrast of pace) to be convincing within the fantasy framework.
Joseph, Joan. Black African Empires. Watts, 1974. 87p. illus. $3.95.
Despite a heavy style of writing, this is a book that is useful for the information it
R gives and interesting because that information is so infrequently assembled in books
5-7 for young people. It complements the books on individual leaders like Sundiata or
Piankhi, and supplements those African histories that go into little detail about great
empires that flourished from the time of ancient Kush to the Zimbabwe civilization of
the nineteenth century. While this covers too much ground to go into great detail, it
gives a competent overview of the wealth and culture of the black African empires,
with adequate historical background and descriptions of outstanding rulers. A bib-
liography (brief, chiefly of adult books published in England) and a relative index are
appended.
Katz, Bobbi. Rod-and-Reel Trouble; illus. by Janet LaSalle. Whitman, 1974. 64p. Trade ed.
$3.25; Library ed. $2.44 net.
Another light blow against sexism is struck in a book that is, save for the feminist
Ad angle, not unusual in plot (girl wants new fishing rod, girl loses old fishing rod, girl
3-5 gets new fishing rod as a special award for bravery) but unusual in the casting of a girl
as the protagonist in a fishing story. Lori has always wanted to be a participant in the
annual fishing contest, but in the past it's been open only to boys. Now it's for
anybody 8-14, and she covets the rod that is the first prize. While fishing alone with
her friend Chris, Lori bravely rescues him when he falls and is hurt; she enjoys the
publicity and plaudits. She wins second prize in the contest (thanks to the loan of a
rod from a younger child) and is delighted when she's given the coveted new rod as a
special prize. The writing style is not outstanding and the characterization not deep,
but the story has several appealing elements in addition to the advocacy of the
feminist viewpoint (not too heavy for the story): the companionship among children
of different ages, the satisfaction of a wish granted, and the comfortable relationship
between a boy and a girl.
Kipling, Rudyard. How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin; illus. by Leonard Weisgard. Walker,
1974. 28p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.85 net.
Of course the Just So stores are not limited to a read-aloud audience of only young
R children, but the felicity of Kipling's humor is complemented by Weisgard's colorful
K-3 and effective illustrations in a picture book format. The pictures are faithful to the
story, the Parsee clad only in the hat that reflects the sun in "more-than-oriental
splendor" and the greedy rhinoceros rolling in frustration and making folds in his
skin against a background of tropical--but uncluttered--foliage. The humor of an
animal being trapped with cake crumbs under its skin makes this an especially good
choice for the silly-humor age.
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Klein, Norma. Taking Sides. Pantheon Books, 1974. 156p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99
net.
It's perfectly logical that Nell and her small brother should live with Daddy after
R the divorce, since he does his writing at home and Mom works as a computer
5-7 programmer. Anyway, Nell prefers Daddy although she loves Mom too. Every-
thing goes along well enough until Daddy has a heart attack; Nell is worried and
fearful, disappointed that the arrangement has to be given up after Daddy comes
home but sustained by an understanding friend and the excitement of her first boy-
friend. Sounds mild? It isn't, because Norma Klein sees relationships and describes
them with such candor and clarity; here, as in her other books, the adults are neither
Proper Parents nor stock types but human beings with faults and virtues. They're
real-and so is Nell. And again-as in earlier books-this is written with sophistica-
tion; Daddy has an affair with a bored (and boring) married woman, and he and Nell
can talk about it; Mother's friend Greta tells Nell she isn't maternal (although she
has fine relationships with Nell and her brother) and calmly uses four-letter words;
Grandma isn't an alcoholic but everyone in the family knows it's best not to let her
start drinking.
Kohn, Bernice. What a Funny Thing to Say! pictures by R. 0. Blechman. Dial, 1974. 87p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
An easy, conversational writing style and amusing illustrations add lightness to a
R discussion of the English language. Among the facets discussed are Greek and
4-7 Roman roots, the words incorporated from other languages, acronyms, slang, pidgin
English, the constant change in word use and word acceptance, and cliches. Some
secret languages (Pig Latin) and word games are described. A partial table of lan-
guage families, a bibliography, and a relative index are appended.
Krahn, Fernando. The Self-Made Snowman. Lippincott, 1974. 28p. illus. $4.95.
A wordless picture book has cartoon-strip humor and a Christmas setting, the
Ad story line easy to follow but not substantial, and the appeal primarily in the concept
3-5 of a chain of ludicrous events. Snow falling from a mountain peak rolls into the
yrs. position of nose and arms, and two round eyes and a mouth-line appear. A tent,
blown apart, clothes the bottom of the figure and as it slides along, it lands on an
empty wagon-bed. Careering along into town with people fleeing, the snowman
catches Christmas decorations that frame its huge face. The wagon is stopped by a
retaining wall, the snowman hurtles over and into the street below, and in the final
frame it forms a background for a holiday celebration.
Langstaff, John M, comp. The Season for Singing; American Christmas Songs and Carols;
musical settings by Seymour Barab. Doubleday, 1974. 124p. illus. $5.95.
Simple arrangements for guitar and piano, and a first line index make this a useful
R book for children or adults. The songs are grouped under the headings of "Folk
All ages Carols," "Shaker, Moravian, Indian," "Black Tradition, Spirituals and Gospel,"
"Shape-Note Hymns and Composed Songs." and "Part Songs." All carry only the
melodic line save for the last group, in which some of the earlier selections are
repeated. Many of the songs are of European origin, but Langstaff has included them
because the melodies are American variations.
Lavine, Sigmund A. Wonders of the Eagle World; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1974. 64p.
$4.50.
A dry but informative text describes the classification of eagles, their physical
characteristics, nesting and mating patterns, feeding habits, and the migratory pat-
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R terns of some species. The introductory chapter discusses eagles in myth, legend,
4-6 and literature and the eagle as an object of superstition or reverence through re-
corded history. A final chapter briefly describes the effects that man's hunting and
pollution have had on the eagle, particularly on certain species. An index is ap-
pended.
Lehoczky, Gyorgy. The Wonderful Tree; A Story of the Seasons; ad. by Adelaide Holl;
paintings by Gyorgy Lehoczky. Golden Press, 1974. 25p. (Golden Books). Trade ed.
$3.95; Goldencraft ed. $6.60.
First published in Germany in 1971, a story that emphasizes message rather than
Ad plot, the message being the beauty and harmony of nature and the cycle of the
K-2 seasons. Christopher and his grandfather see the last golden days of autumn give way
to winter, and as they talk about the seasons, Grandfather describes scenes from his
boyhood and tells the child about the celebrations of the seasons and about "nature's
plan." There's a bit too much of "nature's design" and "nature is getting ready for
winter," and there are passages in the text that seem more appropriate in vocabulary
for older children, but the writing style and the adaptation are adequate, and the
illustrations are very handsome, brilliantly detailed pictures, some realistic and some
stylized, that are effective both in composition and in the use of color.
Lindsey, David L. The Wonderful Chirrionera; and Other Tales from Mexican Folklore;
selected and ed. by David L. Lindsey; woodcuts by Barbara Mathews Whitehead.
Heidelberg, 1974. 27p. $5.95.
First published in 1935 in Puro Mexicano by the Texas Folklore Society, four
Ad stories are illustrated by woodcuts that are, although often busy with detail, vigorous
4-6 and dramatic. Magic plays little part in the tales; in each one the poverty of the
Mexican peasant is a theme. In the title story, a rich man, who punishes three poor
brothers who have stolen his fruit, is himself punished; the second story is about a
poor man who gets revenge on a rich man who has tricked him; in the third tale, a boy
becomes wealthy through following good advice, and the last story-like the
second-uses the familiar folktale pattern of the poor man who outwits the rich one
and becomes wealthy. The style of the writing is rather stiff, humorless save for any
humor in the situations; the tales reflect the culture from which they come and the
mores of the people, but the book may prove more useful as a source for storytelling,
with adaptations that bring them to life, than for reading aloud or independently in
the static way they are presented here.
Livingston, Myra Cohn. Come Away; pictures by Irene Haas. Atheneum, 1974. 27p. $5.95.
Two children wander away from the hard, noisy city and enjoy the soft freshness
Ad of the green meadow world. Mark and Alice put flowers in their hats, wonder at the
5-7 strange creatures they see (they prove to be a snail and a bird), see the beauty of the
yrs. skies. They briefly quarrel and separate, each to wander alone; they hear a voice
calling and know it is time to go. As she does in her poetry, the author communicates
a sense of wonder at the beauty of small things and the natural world; the story is
written with vivid imagery, but as a story it is diffuse and fragmentary. The mood is
nicely sustained by the colorful, delicate illustrations.
Lund, Doris Herold. Eric. Lippincott, 1974. 345p. $7.95.
Just a week earlier, Eric had passed the medical exam for entering college fresh-
R men. "Mom," he said now, "I don't feel right." Eric was seventeen, and it was
7- discovered that he had leukemia. His mother's story of the years in which Eric
fought his illness, in and out of the hospital, going on to college, being elected captain
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of the soccer team, falling in love, learning to enjoy each day for what it could bring,
is so honest, so touching, so beautifully written that it is a tribute-without sentimen-
tality, without self-pity-to all human courage. Doris Lund can see, as Eric saw, the
humor of a situation or the imperfections of people; her perspective is true, her
appraisal unflinching.
McDermott, Gerald, ad. Arrow to the Sun; A Pueblo Indian Tale; ad. and illus. by Gerald
McDermott. Viking, 1974. 36p. $6.95.
An adaptation of a Pueblo legend is handsomely illustrated with stylized designs
R that effectively supplement and complement the story. Black, brown, and glowing
K-3 shades of gold and orange are used throughout most of the book; when the later pages
erupt into other colors as the crux of the action is reached, the effect is stunning. The
style of the adaptation is direct, almost staccato; the story describes the birth of the
Boy to "a young maiden," engendered by a spark from the Lord of the Sun, tells of
the Boy's search for his father, his transmutation into an arrow to visit the mighty
Lord, and his return to earth bringing the spirit of the Lord of the Sun to his pueblo.
McNeill, Janet. We Three Kings. Little, 1974. 181p. $5.95.
A Christmas story set in an English coastal village is beautifully put together, with
R the story of a school play adroitly interwoven with the major plot, the story of Dan
4-6 Agnew's grief about his father's depression and his suspicion that his swaggering
cousin Roger was the cause of an accident for which Dan's father holds himself
responsible. Dan and Roger have always been wary rivals, and Dan is elated when
he realizes that Roger has been bullying smaller boys and was surely the instigator of
the bicycle accident which caused the child's hospitalization. When he brings the
news to his father, Dan is baffled by the fact that Dad refuses to tell Roger's parents,
and he later realizes that Roger's bullying is a reflection of his fear of his own father.
Meanwhile, the carefully rehearsed Nativity play is almost ruined by a delinquent
gang-and in working for a hastily-salvaged performance, Roger and Dan at last find
themselves in accord. The closing episode, the performance, is touching; it has
honest sentiment rather than sentimentality, and it strikes just the right note after the
abrasion and tension of the rest of the book.
Manley, Seon, comp. Baleful Beasts; Great Supernatural Stories of the Animal Kingdom;
selected by Seon Manley and Gogo Lewis; illus. by Emanuel Schongut. Lothrop,
1974. 222p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
Although the title seems a bit misleading (the wolf in Saki's "The Story-Teller" is
R simply a predatory wolf, Walpole's "The Tiger" is not supernatural, but the imag-
6- ined companion of a deluded, frightened man) this is an interesting albeit sedate
collection of tales. Each of the stories is prefaced by some background material about
the beast in it, and a section of brief biographical notes is appended.
Martinez, Elizabeth Sutherland. Viva La Raza! The Struggle of the Mexican-American Peo-
ple; by Elizabeth Sutherland Martinez and Enriqueta Longeaux y Vasquez. Double-
day, 1974. 353p. $4.95.
The authors look back in anger to the historical evidence of land-grabbing, collu-
Ad sion, injustice, violence, and deceit on the part of the gringo, and then launch into full
8- battle against the bigotry, collusion, et cetera today. They plead bitterly and power-
fully for the equality of the Mexicano (a term they prefer to Chicano) on his own
terms, not as an assimilated sector of the society but as a full citizen who can
maintain with pride and dignity the culture of La Raza. Cogent and informative, the
book is successful as a denouncement, but as a vehicle of persuasion it is weakened
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by the insistence that all things Mexicano or Indian are good, that white westerners
learned everything they know from the Mexicano society, that it is in fact all black or
all white. Addressed to "Mr. Gringo" in closing, "We Raza are not alone . . . We
have allies . .. all over the world ... They, too, want to be rid of you. We all step up
now to have our day in the world court of humanity and you have no choice but to
bow . . ." A relative index is appended.
Marxhausen, Joanne. The Mysterious Star; illus. by Susan Stoehr Morris. Concordia, 1974.
44p. $3.95.
It seems a pity, when there are so many beautiful Bible stories, that a religious
NR publishing house should produce so puerile and slick a book. Jamie is a sweet little
K-2 boy who hears his father read about the star of Christ's birth. Next morning he goes
looking for the star. He helps a series of people on his walk: a little girl is lonely and
he comforts her, a blind woman drops her cane and Jamie picks it up, a small
newsboy has hurt his knee and Jamie kisses it to make it well, et cetera. After each
encounter, "He still didn't notice he was being followed." At his own front door,
Jamie sees that all the people he has met have followed him home; each says that he
or she has seen a star in Jamie's voice-or eyes-or heart. Then they all hold hands,
people of all colors, and Jamie stands in the center of a ring and is happy. The
illustrations are as pedestrian as the text, pure greeting-card "art."
May, Julian. How the Animals Come to North America; illus. by Lorence F. Bjorklund.
Holiday House, 1974. 39p. $4.50.
Excellent illustrations add to the usefulness of a continuous text that describes the
Ad migration of animal life over the millennia, the first animals coming before the frag-
3-4 mentation of a single massive land mass, other waves of travellers coming between
the various Ice Ages across the land bridges-and occasionally by air or sea. The
book is weakened by the fact that the captions for illustrations are in type face almost
like that of the text, and the text itself-while informative and accurate-is diffuse in
structure. A relative index is appended, but it does not have entries for all the species
mentioned in the text and the long captions.
Merrill, Jean. The Toothpaste Millionaire. Houghton, 1974. 89p. illus. $5.95.
Kate tells the story, which is laden rather heavily with arithmetic and business
R details, but rises above it. She had just moved to East Cleveland, and Rufus was the
4-6 first friendly sixth-grader she met; he didn't even seem to mind that she was white,
and he quickly impressed her as being a genius. Sensible and sharp, Rufus had
decided that toothpaste was unnecessarily expensive, so he mixed his own and sold it
for three cents a tube. Honest commercials popularized the product (which was just
called "Toothpaste") and forced competitors out of business, a plant was soon in
operation, and Rufus soon had stockholders and a board of directors. He also grew
bored. And the last Kate heard of him was a postcard, while he was on vacation,
asking her to investigate the cost of blow-up rafts and 100-pound bags of dried soup.
"If America hadn't already been discovered," Kate concludes, "it wouldn't surprise
me at all if that was what Rufus had in mind." The illustrations are engaging, the
style is light, the project interesting (with more than a few swipes taken at advertising
and business practices in our society) and Rufus a believable genius.
Meyer, Carolyn. Christmas Crafts; Things to Make the 24 Days Before Christmas; illus. by
Anita Lobel. Harper, 1974. 138p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Anita Lobel's decorative illustrations are charming and her pictures demonstrating
techniques are useful; the text of this attractive "how-to" book is logically arranged
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R and clearly written. It begins with instructions for making an Advent banner and
5- gives one project for each succeeding day of December, ending with a chocolate
Yule log on the day before Christmas. The projects are varied enough in type,
difficulty, and media to serve a wide audience, including use of the book by adults
with younger children; each project begins with a paragraph describing traditional
use of the object.
Moore, Lilian, ed. To See the World Afresh; comp. by Lilian Moore and Judith Thurman.
Atheneum, 1974. 102p. $4.95.
Marianne Moore's poem, "Poetry," says ". .. there is in it after all, a place for
R the genuine," and it is clear that the compilers of this brief anthology have used such
5- a touchstone in their selection. They have chosen poems that are strong and honest,
often deceptively simple, and the title of the book is an indication of the fact that they
sought for vision, for that illuminating shaft of insight that makes it possible for the
reader to see people and snow and fireflies and emotions and relationships more
clearly. There are some familiar selections: Randall Jarrell's "The Bat," Langston
Hughes, "The Negro Speaks of Rivers," Robert Frost's "Nothing Gold Can Stay,"
but this is far from a ho-hum assortment. Brief notes on some of the poets and poems
are appended, as is an author-title index.
Newton, Suzanne. clo Arnold's Corners. Westminster, 1974. 176p. $5.50.
Twelve-year-old Rosalee lives in the rural community of Arnold's Corners, helps
Ad her Dad in the family store, and has a penchant for making the kind of friends of
5-7 whom her parents and the community disapprove. Like May, who's black. Like
Jenny, a seamstress who turned up one day with her baby and has (cardinal sin)
never explained her background. Like this funny hippie-type fellow, Mr. King.
Rosalee tells her story with vivacity and conviction as she describes the narrow-
minded citizens and her own flaunting of their taboos; her independence is admirable
and convincing as she flaunts convention to help her friends and keep them; the
reactions of the townspeople are not as convincing, so filled are they with instant
venom and pettiness. Rosalee foils an overheard plan to attack King, and the story
ends in a welter of good will with King's real reason for his presence (he's an artist
who is using the community members as models for a mural) approved by all, with
Jenny's prospects improving due to her young friend's intervention, with May com-
ing openly to visit Rosalee, and with Mom and Dad proud of their girl. It's a bit too
pat an ending, but Rosalee is an attractive heroine and her story nicely told.
Paine, Roberta M. Looking At Architecture. Lothrop, 1974. 127p. illus. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $5.81 net.
This is neither a history of architectural styles nor a book about construction, but
R an overview of some of the great buildings of the world. It is more catholic in choice
5-9 than many such books, showing buildings of the far east and of South America as
well as the more familiar architecture of the United States and Europe. There is some
background information about architects and the culture of the period but it is not
full, and there are certainly areas that might have been expanded (no pictures of
cathedral vaulting, no index entry). With so much great architecture omitted, it
seems a weakness that space is given to photographs of statues and paintings, or that
four pages of text and pictures should be devoted to one building, the Phoenix
building in Hartford, Connecticut in the section "Building for Business." However,
the book does give a broad, panoramic view, the text does often relate structure to
function and building materials to regional resources; and good photographs, a glos-
sary of building materials, and notes on the architects are useful. An index and a
bibliography are included.
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Peck, Richard. Representing Super Doll. Viking, 1974. 192p. $5.95.
Verna had been determined that she would be taken in by one particular group of
R town girls when she started high school classes at Dunthorpe, even though she lived
6-10 on a farm, and she was. One of the small group was Darlene, not very bright, not
conceited, but beautiful; when Darlene's aggressive mother pushed her into a beauty
contest and she won, Darlene was almost a laughing stock at school. Verna (who
tells the story) and the others tried to protect her, but Darlene seemed aloof and
frozen; it was Darlene's mother who urged Verna to go along to New York as
Darlene's companion for the Teen Super Doll contest. Verna, although she didn't
like the city, had a good time, especially in meeting her brother's girl and in spending
a happy day at the Cloisters. Darlene detested all of it, and decided to drop out and
face her angry mother. Peck's writing is admirable. It has vitality and flow, vivid
characterization and dialogue, a fresh viewpoint that makes the story convincingly
that of an intelligent adolescent, and a deeper treatment of a theme than most beauty
contest books achieve.
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. The Beauty Queen. Doubleday, 1974. 134p. $4.50.
The whole thing had been her mother's idea. "You're the prettiest girl Great Oaks
R has ever seen ... Why, I'll bet you go all the way and make it to the national
6-9 contest." Kit knew she was pretty, but she wasn't interested in beauty contests; she
wanted to be an actress, wanted to join a theater group in Colorado. She tells her own
story of winning the local contest, badgered and prodded by her ambitious mother.
Entered in the state contest, Kit resists again, is again nagged by her mother; she is
supported by her younger sister, but they are no match for Mom. Despite her boy
friend's pleas that she stay home, Kit decides to pull out. She takes her savings and,
after a caustic scene with Mom, packs for Colorado and the career she really wants.
The backstage scenes of the beauty contest are interesting, the dialogue is natural
and often pungent, and Kit is a sympathetic character, but it is Mom who steals the
show; Pfeffer's portrayal of a tired, embittered, divorced woman whose ambition
precludes compassion is biting.
Pratson, Frederick J. The Special World of the Artisan. Houghton, 1974. 120p. illus. $5.95.
While not comprehensive in the sense of including all crafts, this has enough
R variety to communicate the fact that all craftsmen share the same pleasure in being
6-8 creative and the same satisfaction in the beauty (or utility) of what they produce. The
artisans whose work is discussed are a potter, a woodcarver, a glassblower, an
instrument maker, and a weaver. This is not a how-to-do-it book, but it gives consid-
erable information about the procedures of each craft and, through comments by the
artisans, a real feeling for the patience and skill that go into their work. The wood-
carver, for example, explains that his work is slow and deliberate, the outcome
shaped in part by his own preconception, in part by the way the wood patterns
emerge. The text describes the qualities of some woods, the tools of the woodcarver,
and the fact that the work is affected by its being seen in three dimensions.
Read, Elfrieda. Brothers by Choice. Farrar, 1974. 153p. $5.95.
Brett Forester convinces his parents that he should be the one to look for his older
Ad brother Rocky; an adopted child, Rocky has decamped because of tension between
6-9 him and his father. Mr. Forester, an academic and an intellectual snob, has tried to
push Rocky into adopting his own interests, while Rocky likes to work with his
hands. Brett follows Rocky's trail, at one point being given a ride by two suspiciously
prying men, and finds him at a rural commune. Together the brothers work out their
problems by discussing familial relationships, and by the time they are ready to go
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home Rocky has accepted the fact that he is truly loved although not a natural child.
Written in adequate style, the story deals realistically with the problem of the
adopted child's feelings and with the issue of conflicting standards that cause a
generation gap. Unfortunately, the sub-plot concerning the two men is not convinc-
ing: they are drug pushers who have forced Rocky (getting him to sign a paper after
they had made him get drunk) to go into hiding because he burned the drugs they
gave him. They catch and imprison Brett, Brett is rescued by Rocky, Brett steals the
incriminating note, Rocky decides to go to the police and tell all.
Rice, Edward. The Ganges; A Personal Encounter; photographs by the author. Four Winds,
1974. 189p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.46 net.
Although the chapters of this impressive book are not logically arranged, the
R material in them is so diverse, perceptive, and informative that this weakness is far
7- outweighed by the strength of the whole. The author states that in his visits to India
he has moved away from the Western viewpoint, and he does accept the mythic and
religious beliefs and rites that are an integral part of the Indian way of life and of the
sacred status of the Ganges-yet in his observations he sees as a Western man, albeit
percipient and sympathetic. The book contains much background information (a
section on geology, another on the British in India) but what gives it significance is
the description of personal encounters that are an avenue to understanding the vari-
ety of peoples, their concepts, their practices, and their problems. The writing style
is rich and flowing, the photographs are excellent. A relative index is appended.
Rockwell. Anne. Befana; A Christmas Story. Atheneum, 1974. 41p. $4.95.
A traditional European Christmas story uses small-scale, framed illustrations fac-
Ad ing each page of text. The book is attractive, the pages clean and spacious; the tale is
3-4 told in adequate but sedate style and is not as useful for storytelling as is the version
by Henry Chafetz, The Legend of Befana (Houghton Mifflin, 1958) but can be
adapted and can be read aloud to younger children. Grieving for her own dead child,
Befana is so preoccupied with fanatic housekeeping that she does not heed the
invitations of the three Wise Men or the shepherd to participate in the journey to
Bethlehem. When she reconsiders and hastens after them, she cannot find the
way-and so, the legend goes, she is still searching and from her basket laden with
gifts for the Child, an endless bounty comes to every child on Twelfth Night. While
the Chafetz version is devoted primarily to the action of Befana's search, the move-
ment here is slower, since she does not leave on her mission until very near the end of
the story.
Rudolph, Marguerita. The Sneaky Machine; illus. by Linda Strauss Edwards. McGraw-Hill,
1974. 32p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.72 net.
One small step for masculine liberation is taken in a picture-book version of vac-
Ad uuming a la Tom Sawyer's fence-painting. Henry, however, doesn't consider vac-
4-6 uuming a chore; it has been one of his favorite occupations in the role of Grandma's
yrs. helper. The other boys had teased him, saying, "Boys don't do mommy's work," so
Henry had stayed away from the vacuum cleaner for a while. But he was busily using
it when his friends dropped in at Grandma's, and the machine looked so snakily,
sneakily intriguing that they soon asked for turns. The idea is sound, but there's one
weakness: can it be that neither of the other boys has seen a vacuum cleaner at
home? If they have, why are they so smitten? The illustrations are adequate, with
occasional awkward details; the text has adequate dialogue, a strong theme, a slight
development-but enough for the read-aloud audience.
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Scharff, Robert, ed. Ice Hockey Rules in Pictures; illus. by John McDermott. Grosset, 1974.
80p. $3.99.
Profusely illustrated, a compendium of ice hockey rules is comprehensive and
R useful; although there are several instances of inadequate explanations ("Goals are
5-9 changed after each period.") these are minor and are incomplete rather than incor-
rect. The text describes the rink, the role of each player, and the rules of the game;
while other books on ice hockey also do this, few of them give as complete coverage
of penalties and penalty signs, fouls, and infractions. A glossary of hockey terms, the
official rules of the National Hockey League, and a note that explains the differences
between professional and collegiate rules are appended.
Sleator, William. House of Stairs. Dutton, 1974. 166p. $5.95.
One by one, five sixteen-year-old orphans discover each other in the strange,
R frightening building that consists only of endless flights of stairs and landings. They
7-9 cannot get out; they discover that a mechanical device will feed them if they behave
in certain ways: they must do a highly patterned, ritualistic dance-and they are
rewarded when they show cruelty to each other. Two of the five rebel and withdraw,
taunted and persecuted by the other three; eventually the scientists who are using the
five in a thought-control experiment bring them out, they let the two dissidents go,
and the others remain for further conditioning. The story closes on a note that sustains
its boding quality: the three victims, seeing a familiar signal, stop. "Without hesita-
tion they began to dance." The setting is bleak, dramatic and convincing; the interac-
tion and development of the five young people as characters trapped in an abrasive
situation are compelling. A very effective and provocative suspense story that can be
read for plot alone or doubly enjoyed for the mystery and the message.
Smith, Doris Buchanan. Tough Chauncey. Morrow, 1974. 222p. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed.
$4.59 net.
Chauncey is tough because he has had to learn to be that way in self-defense. Small
Ad for thirteen, he is doing poorly in school, academically and socially. He has no real
6-9 friends, the only boy who is at times his companion being Jack, the other school
tough. Jack is black, despised by the Georgia grandfather with whom Chauncey
lives. And that's Chauncey's real problem: he lives with his grandparents, and
Grandpa severely disciplines and beats him. Mama lives nearby, but is still under the
paternal thumb, and Grandpa considers his often-married daughter too flighty to take
care of her own child. Mama resists Chauncey's pleas that they live together; in
despair about the situation, afraid that he will lose the kitten he loves (Grandpa
shoots kittens), the boy runs away despite a severe leg injury. Hiding in an aban-
doned garage where Jack brings him food, Chauncey is finally persuaded by Jack
(who has had experience as a foster child) to go to the authorities and ask for help.
The characterization is convincing, the writing style solid; the story is grim but
strong, although it would be more effective if it had more variation in its dramatic
levels.
Sneve, Virginia Driving Hawk. When Thunders Spoke; illus. by Oren Lyons. Holiday House,
1974. 95p. $4.95.
A story of cultural conflict within the family of Norman Two Bull, a Sioux of
Ad fifteen; Norman follows his mother's lead in rejecting the traditional beliefs but
5-6 changes his rigid stance when a sacred ceremonial object he has found loses its worn
and faded look after Norman refuses to sell it. Even Norman's mother can see that
the coup stick glows again with bright color and that an eagle feather now hangs from
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the once bare staff. This element of magic weakens a story that is otherwise strong in
defense of the dignity and validity of the old ways, is candid in depicting the relation-
ship between the Sioux and the white storekeeper with whom they trade, and is rich
in cultural detail.
Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty. Myself Must I Remake; The Life and Poetry of W. B. Yeats.
T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 201p. illus. $5.50.
A biography of Yeats that is serious, informative, and rather tedious in writing
Ad style. There is discussion of Yeats' writing and much of it is quoted, but there is no
9- deep analysis of his work or discussion of contemporary criticism. What the book
does offer is a detailed, solid account of Yeat's life, an intensive examination of his
writing, and a surveying of the philosophical, mystical, and political ideas that af-
fected Yeats' work. A section of photographs is bound in; a selected bibliography
and an extensive index are appended.
Splaver, Sarah. Your Handicap-Don't Let It Handicap You. Messner, 1974. 224p. Trade
ed. $6.25; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Message: accentuate the positive. A revision of a 1967 publication discusses at-
Ad titudes, education, career training, and other aspects of their problems which young
7-12 people who are handicapped can change, and if the author occasionally sounds too
cheery she does give some practical advice and information to the handicapped. The
text describes a variety of physical handicaps, their causes, and the appliances or
medication that alleviate them. Ms. Splaver, a counselling psychologist specializing
in career guidance, stresses self-assessment, acceptance of one's limitations, and
understanding the biases encountered by the handicapped, and she provides an ex-
tensive divided list of sources of further information. An index is appended.
Srivastava, Jane Jonas. Area; illus. by Shelley Freshman. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 33p. $3.95.
A description of the ways in which one can use standard units of measurement in
Ad gauging the areas of units that vary in shape, size, and regularity is illustrated with
2-3 clear and helpful pictures. The text is not as cohesive as those of the author's other
books in this series, depending rather heavily on repetition and on home demonstra-
tion, asking such questions as, "Can you name a smaller area? Can you name a
larger area?" after stating that "The top of your desk is an area." There is an oblique
reference to the metric system that could confuse young readers: it states that inches
and centimeters are standard units of measurement worldwide, and that a French pen
pal will know your hand's area if you write that it covers 58 square centimeters-but
doesn't explain that he or she will understand only if you use metric terms. On the
whole, the book is clear in presenting the concept of area, but it is loose in construc-
tion.
Stein, Sara Bonnett. About Dying; An Open Family Book for Parents and Children Together;
photography by Dick Frank; graphic design by Michel Goldberg. Walker, 1974. 47p.
$4.50.
A book with two running texts, one addressed to parents and the other to be read
M aloud to small children, is illustrated with photographs. The text for adults discusses
K-2 children's needs and fears, the ways in which a parent can describe death, help a
child grow in understanding, and the behavior patterns that can show a child's fears
or confusion in reacting to the death of a pet or a person. The attitude stressed is that
of being open and natural, but some of the author's viewpoint colors the writing:
"... they will talk about it afterwards just like (sic) grownups talk about a beautiful
(sic) funeral." The combining of two audiences does not achieve a satisfactory book
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for either one, but the book may help some parents see the need for helping children
understand that death is a fact of life.
Stein, Sara Bonnett. Making Babies; An Open Family Book for Parents and Children To-
gether; photography by Doris Piney; graphic design by Michel Goldberg. Walker,
1974. 47p. $4.50.
Like the book above, one of a series of "Open Family" books, this has photo-
M graphs and a large-print text for children, and a column of small print addressed to
K-2 the adult on the same page; a full-page photograph faces each page of text. Advice to
parents on children's misconceptions, their needs and fears (penis envy, castration,
sex role, etc.) and how to tell a child about aspects of reproduction, how to help them
accept their bodies, et cetera, accompanies a standard text that explains how the
baby is kicking inside her mother, how daddy's sperm has joined mommy's egg, how
all the time the baby was inside mommy "she knew how to grow to be a baby girl,"
how every boy has a penis and every girl a vagina. Since the large print text can be
used for independent reading as well as reading aloud, the adult text may prove an
irritant to beginning readers, and the text for children does not give as much informa-
tion as do many other books for early sex education. This may have some usefulness
for parents who feel uncomfortable about talking frankly to children, but it attempts
too much for a single volume.
Stevens, Carla. Hooray for Pig! illus. by Rainey Bennett. Seabury, 1974. 48p. $4.95.
Deft and amusing illustrations add to the understated fun of the story of a pig who
R conquers fear and learns a new skill. Well, he almost learns. It's summer, and all the
K-2 other animals enjoy swimming; Pig's friend Raccoon even calls off their picnic date
so that he can take a dip. Urged by Otter, Pig gets to the top of the waterslide, but he
quails. Pushed in, he splutters and dislikes it; the next day is hot, so he tries again.
He still can't swim, but the water is a relief . . . and so, little by little, realistically,
Pig adjusts to being in the water, to putting his head in, even to try floating. Invited
by Raccoon to a picnic, Pig says casually that he can't come, he's going swimming.
This may prove to be waterwings for the timid, but whether it does or not it's an
amiable tale.
Takashima, Shizuye. A Child in Prison Camp. Morrow, 1974. 63p. illus. $6.95.
First published in Canada in 1971, the record of a Japanese-Canadian family's
R internment is based on the author-artist's own experience although (as she explains
5- in an appended note) she has changed some of the details. Sent to a relocation camp
from their home in Vancouver, the Takashima family had three years of privation;
only after protest from the camp residents were such amenities as running water and
electricity added. Takashima writes from the viewpoint of the child she was in 1941,
a child who tried to understand the injustice of her lot, who enjoyed the small
pleasures she had, who worried about the bitterness of those who-like her
father-wanted to return to Japan. A postscript, written in 1964,idescribes the family
in Toronto, reunited; a section of delicate, colorful watercolor pictures is bound in.
Tate, Joan. Ben and Annie; illus. by Judith Gwyn Brown. Doubleday, 1974. 79p. $3.95.
A short and poignant story from England is given immediacy by the use of present
Ad tense; the writing style is direct, somehow ingenuous, which is suitable for the
4-6 quality of the relationship that is the dominant aspect of the book. Ben is eleven,
friend and protector of a frail girl of thirteen who lives downstairs in an old house. He
takes Annie, confined to a wheelchair, to the store; he plays checkers with her, he
talks to her on an intercom his father has installed. Trying to give the invalid more
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pleasure, Ben take her out to watch him and his friends play. Annie is so excited by
Ben's and his friend's hillsliding that they race her downhill, too; she is screaming with
excitement and pleasure when a bystander, misinterpreting what he sees, thinks
Annie is frightened. He reports to Annie's parents, who are alarmed and angry,
forbid Ben ever to talk to Annie again, and remove the intercom. The story ends with
Ben sobbing in frustrated rage, knowing that no adults will ever understand what it
meant to Annie to feel the rush of wind past her face, to feel a measure of freedom, to
share a joy with friends. The end is shocking in a dramatic sense, but realistic; the
book seems unsubstantial, a slow building of a mood and a relationship, and a quick,
cruel shattering-a scene rather than a play, a short story that could have been, but
wasn't, quite fleshed out enough to be a full book.
Taylor, Theodore. Teetoncey; illus. by Richard Cuffair. Doubleday, 1974. 153p. $4.50.
The first of a trilogy, Teetoncey is set in 1898, in a maritime community on the
R Outer Banks of North Carolina where the residents still use colorful words that stem
6-8 from their Devonshire ancesters. Eleven-year-old Ben, whose widowed mother
hates the sea that took her husband and an older son, is detailed to bring home the
one survivor of the shipwreck, a frail girl who emerges from shock as mute and inert
as a catatonic. "Teetoncey," they dub her, meaning a small thing, and Ben's mother
clings to the belief that she can be helped. Alternately compassionate and irritated,
Ben is startled when his mother suggests that he take Teetoncey down to the shore
during a storm, that perhaps it will jar her into memory and speech. It does, and there
the book ends. The atmosphere and local color are vivid, the characterization sturdy
if not deep, and the author's craft evident in the drama and suspense built into a story
in which, after the first scene, there is so little action.
Thomas, Marlo. Free to Be ... You and Me; by Marlo Thomas and others. McGraw-Hill,
1974. 143p. illus. Trade ed. $7.95; Paper ed. $4.95.
An oversize book includes a number of songs (lyrics alone, then lyrics and music),
Ad some poems, short stories, a cautionary tale, and an imaginary exchange of letters
3-4 between a boy and a girl. The writing is variable in quality, the illustrations-with
few exceptions-are of rather more pedestrian quality although they too have vari-
ety. In all, over twenty writers, artists, and composers have contributed to a collage
of material intended to give the readers confidence in their freedom of choice for
careers and unbiased views of sex roles, race, personal appearance, size, etc. Even a
buttress for the freedom to cry. While each of the goals is admirable and the total has
a commendable variety, there's just enough leaning-over-backwards to stress free-
dom to give a faint aura of militant proselytizing.
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